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Chapter 141 Is It Really That Amazing? 

However, Luo Li wanted to speak for Su Huixian. She smiled and said, “Yes, you’re right. You take this 

cheap bracelet as a treasure. But you can’t let others treat it the way you do, right?” 

Qiu Minxuan couldn’t help but smile and say, “Maybe it’s because Su Bei doesn’t receive many gifts 

from her fans. That’s why she cherishes this bracelet very much. Huixian’s fans always send her so many 

gifts. They are so many that they need to be carried away by a truck. She has arranged several rooms in 

her house to store those gifts, but they are not enough to accommodate all the gifts. So even if she 

wants to cherish them, it’s not within her power.” 

Obviously, Qiu Minxuan was implying that Su Bei’s fans were not only very few in number but also poor. 

“That’s right. There is no need for us to cherish this cheap bracelet.” 

One model named Qin Zhi, who was standing on the side, was silent all the time. But at this moment, 

she stared at the bracelet in Su Bei’s hand with a surprised look on her face. 

“Su Bei, may I see that bracelet?” she asked. 

Seeing that she was not siding with Su Huixian and the others, and she had never said anything to mock 

the bracelet, Su Bei handed it to her. 

After looking at it a few times, Qin Zhi said in amazement, “Su Bei, you have to keep this bracelet well. 

This is very precious!” 

“What do you mean?” Su Bei asked in confusion. 

“My cousin’s family is in this business. The shells in your bracelet are all very precious. They are called 

pearl shells. These pearl shells live only in a few seas around the world. 

Besides, this kind of shell cannot be raised artificially, and its growth process is extremely slow. It takes 

more than ten years to grow to the size of a fingernail. 

All the shells in this bracelet look the same in size, color, and pattern. They are not man-made but 

natural. I can’t imagine how much effort it will take to find such precious and neat pearl shells,” Qin Zhi 

explained in detail. 

Qiu Minxuan was in disbelief. “How is that possible? We’ve already seen a lot of shells. How can such a 

shell be so precious?” 

Qin Zhi faintly smiled. “Though you don’t know it, it doesn’t mean that it doesn’t exist. With this kind of 

pearl shell, just a small one is worth five hundred thousand yuan in the market. So how much do you 

think this chain of pearl shells cost?” 

Luo Li shook her head. “You are saying that they are pearl shells? There are so many imitations in the 

market now. And those imitations are very cheap.” 

Although Su Huixian didn’t say anything, Qiu Minxuan and Luo Li had already represented her thoughts. 



Qin Zhi laughed and said, “This kind of pearl shell unusually feels cool in the summer.” 

Su Bei had touched it just now, and it was true. 

Someone touched Qin Zhi’s hand and found that it was really cool. The feel was even more comfortable 

than the jade bracelet on her wrist. 

“In winter, these shells are warm. The feel of this kind of shell changes according to the body 

temperature. And if the wearer wears it for a long period of time, it will adjust the mood of the wearer 

and have a soothing effect. I’ve only seen a single pearl shell in my cousin’s shop before. This is my first 

time to see a chain of pearl shells.” 

Qin Zhi was in a good mood. She thought that she had learned a lot after seeing such a precious 

bracelet. 

“Really? Is it really that amazing?” someone asked dubiously. 

Someone replied, “Qin Zhi is very familiar with these things. She has brought us many pearls and jades 

before, and they are all of good quality. So what she is saying must be true.” 

Chapter 142 No One Will Invite a Partner Casually 

“That’s right. Qin Zhi’s ability in this aspect is trustworthy. I didn’t expect that someone would give Su 

Bei such a gift.” 

Someone also noticed the box of the bracelet in Su Bei’s hand. It was not big, but very exquisite. Small 

jade and diamonds were inlaid in it. 

Just the box already looked so precious. So its content must also be very precious. 

Luo Li and Qiu Minxuan had nothing else to say. 

Su Huixian also didn’t expect that someone would give Su Bei such a precious gift. 

It must not be from a fan. Maybe it was from a rich man who had taken a fancy to Su Bei. 

At the thought of it, she felt a little depressed. 

This time, Su Bei had defeated her again. 

She tried her best to become the center of attention among these models. But her limelight was directly 

defeated by the bracelet that Su Bei inadvertently received. 

Right now, everyone was talking about Su Bei’s bracelet. 

After hearing what Qin Zhi said, Su Bei was also secretly guessing who could have sent it to her. 

Was it from her friends in the United States? 

Among her friends, those who were in the United States were the richest. They had so much money that 

she could never be compared with them. 

Su Bei put the bracelet on her wrist. No matter who gave it to her, she had to keep it well. 



Su Huixian’s gaze fell on Su Bei’s wrist, trying her best to conceal the extreme jealousy in her eyes. 

At noon, Wei Lan, Feng Shang’s editor-in-chief, came over. 

Although she was only an editor-in-chief, she had run the magazine for many years. Thus, she had a 

wide range of contacts throughout the entertainment industry. Besides, Feng Shang was always the 

bellwether of the entertainment industry. Even those famous actors and actresses couldn’t help but 

want to be on their cover. So she had a broad power. 

Therefore, even though Su Huixian’s popularity was now soaring, and the other supermodels had also 

risen to fame in S Country after the Orisa Fashion Show, none of them got the chance to be on the cover 

alone. All of their shots were taken as a group. 

Wei Lan’s arrival naturally attracted everyone’s attention. 

Especially Su Huixian, who was in high spirits. She was actually the first to greet Wei Lan. 

Wei Lan, who was in her thirties, looked very mature and decent. She smiled and said, “Hello everyone. 

I’m here today to announce something. 

As you all know, this year is Feng Shang’s 20th anniversary. So we especially want to invite you to shoot 

a compilation of videos to express our gratitude to our readers. 

For this event, I am giving permission to the six of you to invite someone in the industry to be your 

partner in the videos. 

Regardless of who you will invite, we will sign the contract and pay them accordingly. And we will give 

the videos the maximum publicity.” 

Everyone got very excited when they heard what Wei Lan said. 

Feng Shang was so famous that it was difficult to be featured in its magazine. Almost every star wanted 

to appear even only in its inside pages, let alone on the cover. 

To be on the magazine meant that one had gained recognition in the fashion industry. 

This time, Wei Lan had even asked them to invite a partner in their videos. This would undoubtedly give 

the six of them the most authority and prestige. 

Of course, although Wei Lan said that they could invite anyone, no one would invite a partner casually. 

They would definitely choose the most suitable one. The one who was also popular and would 

complement them. 

Everyone was thinking about who was the most suitable person to invite. 

Chapter143 The Stolen Limelight 

As for Su Huixian, she already knew who she was going to invite. 

A few days ago, she had met the new best actor, Zhuang Wenhao. He came to a banquet because of the 

Du family, and she had a good talk with him. 

After the banquet, Du Luo introduced her to Zhuang Wenhao. They sang and drank together. 



At that time, Zhuang Wenhao had shown great interest in working with her. 

Actually, this event was Su Huixian’s idea. 

She proposed to Wei Lan to add this activity and convinced her to agree. 

When Wei Lan heard that Zhuang Wenhao would be Su Huixian’s partner, she finally agreed to Su 

Huixian’s proposal. 

After all, Zhuang Wenhao was a famous actor. If he appeared with Su Huixian, it would definitely cause a 

great sensation, and Feng Shang’s reputation would also increase. 

Su Huixian could also take advantage of Zhuang Wenhao’s popularity to stabilize her position in the 

entertainment industry. 

As for the other five models, they should also try their best to invite famous people. 

Of course, if they invited some unknown people, the photographer would skate over their scenes. But it 

would not affect Feng Shang. 

“Qin Zhi, who are you going to invite?” one of the models asked Qin Zhi. 

“I will invite a friend in the entertainment industry,” Qin Zhi replied casually. 

“How about you, Luo Li?” 

Luo Li wasn’t worried either. She smiled and said, “I have a few friends in the industry. Whoever I will 

invite, I’m sure he will agree. After all, he will take part in a video for Feng Shang.” 

Everyone then turned to look at Su Bei. Among the six of them, she was the newest. She had only 

formally appeared in public through Orisa Fashion Show. 

It could be said that she didn’t have any connections, let alone famous friends in the entertainment 

industry. 

Su Bei was actually in a dilemma too. Most of the people she knew in the industry were in the United 

States. The entertainment industry in the United States and S Country had always been distinct. The 

barriers were so deep that it was difficult to merge. 

She couldn’t possibly ask someone to come back from the United States to shoot with her, could she? 

Seeing the embarrassment on Su Bei’s face, Su Huixian understood that she couldn’t invite a famous 

partner. 

If that happened, Feng Shang would definitely not give her and her partner too many scenes. 

Feng Shang wasn’t a charity. It wouldn’t do good deeds for no reason and would only support deserving 

people. 

Luo Li smiled and said, “Huixian, tell us, who are you going to invite? We can’t wait to hear your good 

news.” 



“That’s right. Who’s the lucky one? Huixian, tell us. He must be the top male celebrity in the 

entertainment industry, right?” 

“Hmm...let me guess. Is it the popular young star, Wu Ruoxi? Or Xie Tingkeng, who is known for his 

acting skills?” 

Su Huixian smiled and said, “Actually, I don’t know yet. Du Luo said that he will help me choose a 

partner who is suitable to my temperament. But he hasn’t told me who he is yet.” 

Her words did not only show off their affection but also made people understand something. “Huixian, it 

seems that you already knew that the editor-in-chief would hold this activity.” 

“Well, she suggested that I find a partner. So I proposed to her that everyone should also have a 

partner.” Su Huixian seized the opportunity to let them realize her kindness. 

Sure enough, everyone expressed their gratitude towards her. “Huixian, thank you so much for giving us 

such a good opportunity.” 

“That’s right. Huixian, you are so considerate. You always share good things with us.” 

The limelight that was stolen by Su Bei just now returned to Su Huixian’s side smoothly. 

Chapter 144 Cheered Him up 

Only Su Bei didn’t say much. She just held her phone in her hand, typing something. 

Su Huixian couldn’t help but think to herself, ‘Even if Su Bei manages to find a partner, he can’t possibly 

be someone extraordinary. Her only saver is Lv Shan. But even Lv Shan can’t find a suitable partner for 

her in such a short time.’ 

Lv Shan walked up to Su Bei and said, “Su Bei, I heard that the editor-in-chief has announced a new 

event. I’ll help you find a partner, okay?” 

“Well, don’t worry about it. I have a friend who happens to be free. He has promised to help me.” 

“Su Bei, you know that it’s useless to just call a friend here. If your friend is not famous enough, the two 

of you will only be ignored during the shooting. Don’t worry. With my help, we can at least find a B-list 

male star for you. No matter what, I will make sure that you remain popular,” Lv Shan said. 

The announcement was too hasty. Lv Shan was not prepared for it, but she would do her best to find a 

suitable partner for Su Bei. 

Su Bei smiled. “Lv Shan, thank you. But my friend is also a little famous in the entertainment industry. 

Actually, I didn’t know he would have time before. Don’t worry, I won’t let you down. It’s just that he 

doesn’t want to reveal his whereabouts for now. So I can’t tell you his name for the time being.” 

Seeing that Su Bei was so confident, Lv Shan thought for a while. If she asked someone to help her find a 

partner for Su Bei, she would owe others big. So she said, “Okay, I’ll listen to you this time. But are you 

sure that your partner can make the shooting a success?” 



Looking purposeful, Su Bei typed on her phone, “The event is tomorrow. After the shooting, I will treat 

you to dinner. Come early, okay?” The man replied, “Got it, my lady! You don’t have to remind me. 

Instead, just prepare hotpot, kebabs, crayfish, barbecue, chicken, and roast meat for me, okay?” 

“Okay, king of the eaters!” 

After the shooting that day, Su Bei packed up her stuff and walked out of the studio. Her phone 

suddenly rang. When she looked at the screen, she found that it was Lu Heting calling. 

She answered it. “Hi, Heting.” 

“I’m waiting for you across the street,” he said in a low and magnetic voice. 

“Why didn’t you rest?” she asked worriedly. 

“I’ve already had a good rest.” Su Bei’s smile and concern cheered Lu Heting up. He was full of energy all 

day long. 

When Su Bei ran across the street, she found that Lu Heting’s car was parked in an inconspicuous place. 

She got in the car while fanning herself with her hand. “It’s so hot today. If you don’t have time, you 

don’t have to pick me up next time.” 

“I’m free,” Lu Heting said in a low voice. 

No matter how busy he was, he could spare some time to pick her beloved woman up. 

He glanced at the bracelet on her wrist. Then he smiled and whispered, “Do you like it?” 

“You mean this pearl shell bracelet? Was it you who sent it to me?” 

“Yes. I wish you luck and success in your job.” Actually, Lu Heting looked through a dozen of jewelry 

company manuals today, but he didn’t find a suitable gift. 

In the end, when he saw his Weibo name “Bei Ke 001,” an idea flashed through his mind, and he finally 

thought of sending her the bracelet. 

Now that she was wearing it, the pearl shells made her fair wrist look even more attractive. Seeing this, 

the corners of his mouth curved into a beautiful smile. 

Su Bei quickly took off the bracelet. “This bracelet is too expensive. I can’t take it.” 

Lu Heting was rendered speechless. The bracelet was specially chosen by him. It was meaningful, and it 

was not too expensive. How did she know its value? 

Chapter 145 It Suits You Well 

“I’ve heard that a single pearl shell is worth hundreds of thousands of yuan. How can you afford it?” Su 

Bei stuffed the bracelet into Lu Heting’s hand. 

The smile on Lu Heting’s face vanished. “Really? Is it that expensive? When I went diving, I found these 

shells. No one told me the price.” 



He indeed found these shells when he went diving. Since he met her five years ago, he had paid special 

attention to anything related to “Bei”, which means “shell”. 

Lu Heting had brought back all the shells he had found when he went diving in the deep sea. And when 

he thought of sending her this bracelet today, he immediately arranged for someone to make it and 

send it to her. 

“You really don’t know the value of this bracelet?” Su Bei asked perplexedly. 

Of course, Lu Heting knew its price. But it was not a big deal to him. The shells he brought back were all 

placed in the storage box at home. He saved them only because they were connected to Su Bei’s name. 

For others, they were very expensive shells. But for him, they were just shells. 

“Don’t you think it suits you well?” He took her hand and put the bracelet on her wrist again. 

The size was just right for her. Compared with gold, silver, and jade, this one really matched her special 

temperament. 

Su Bei asked unexpectedly, “Where did you get these many shells?” 

“In the sea. I often go deep-sea diving when I go on business trips, so I always bring home some shells. 

There are still more at home. If you like them, I can give them all to you,” Lu Heting said calmly. 

“Forget it. I heard that they are very expensive.” Su Bei still wanted to return the bracelet to him. 

“Maybe it’s a coincidence that there are all kinds of shells at home. Keep it. If its design is masculine, I’ll 

keep it for myself,” he said calmly. 

After thinking for a while, she thought the style of the bracelet indeed didn’t suit him. 

Besides, he couldn’t possibly afford such an expensive bracelet that worth millions of yuan. And an 

ordinary man like him couldn’t recognize this kind of shell. 

So it made sense if he got them while he was diving. 

Su Bei looked at the bracelet carefully. Actually, she was very satisfied with it, and it really suited her 

well. 

When Su Bei and Lu Heting returned home, they found that Gun Gun wasn’t there. 

Lu Heting was a little surprised. 

“Where is Gun Gun?” Su Bei asked worriedly. “Usually, he stays at home with Aunt Chen at this time of 

the day.” She looked confused. 

“I asked Aunt Chen to take him to the amusement park. I’ll pick him up after dinner.” Lu Heting slightly 

frowned, and a hint of coldness flashed through his eyes. 

Su Bei was really tired after shooting for a whole day, so she didn’t think much about it. 

After dinner, she ran into the room and said, “Lu Heting, when Gun Gun comes back, let him take a 

shower and go to bed. I’ll take a nap first.” 



Looking at her back, Lu Heting picked up his phone and car keys. Then he turned around and walked out 

of the house. 

He drove directly to a villa and stopped at the gate. 

In a lighted room, he could see Gun Gun sitting in front of the window. Sitting next to him was a young 

woman. She was whispering something to him. 

Lu Heting dialed a number. When his call was answered, he said in a cold and deep voice, “Mom, bring 

Lu Gecheng out.” 

A few moments later, Mrs. Lu walked out of the villa with Gun Gun. 

As soon as Gun Gun saw Lu Heting’s car, he ran towards it quickly. “Bei Bei, my little cutie!” 

“Gun Gun, be careful! Who is that little cutie? You’ve been mentioning her all day long,” Mrs. Lu said 

gently. 

Chapter 146 Cut off All Communication with Gun Gun 

Seeing that Su Bei was not in the car, Gun Gun got in, feeling frustrated. He pursed his lips and said 

nothing. 

When Mrs. Lu saw Lu Heting, she looked a little sad. “Heting, why are you here?” 

“I’m here to pick up my child.” 

Lu Heting didn’t want to have a fight with his mother in front of Gun Gun, so his voice was very 

restrained. 

Mrs. Lu knew that he was upset, so she didn’t say anything more. 

But when Gun Gun fell asleep, she said, “It’s me who asked Aunt Chen to bring Gun Gun here. Heting, 

Xintong is Gun Gun’s aunt, after all. Now that his mother is gone, I can’t bear him not to be close to 

her.” 

Lu Heting’s expression was cold, and his thin lips were pressed into a straight line. His resistance was 

very apparent. 

Knowing that it was useless to argue with him, Mrs. Lu shut up. 

Lu Heting parked his car outside the Lu family’s mansion and said, “Mom, you can go back now. I will 

take Gun Gun back to my home.” 

Mrs. Lu got out of the car and watched Lu Heting’s car drive away. She couldn’t help but sigh. 

Lu Heting drove in the direction of Su Bei’s house. 

When they arrived home, he gently opened the door with Gun Gun in his arms. Unexpectedly, Su Bei, 

who had fallen asleep before he left, was now sitting in the living room. 

“Su Bei, why are you awake?” 



“I just fell asleep and had a nightmare. I dreamed that Gun Gun was taken away by someone, so I 

couldn’t go back to sleep anymore. I was actually about to call Aunt Chen,” Su Bei explained, stroking 

her long hair. 

When she saw that Gun Gun was in Lu Heting’s arms, she quickly walked towards him and said, “Let me 

take him. Oh, my dear baby! Dreams are always the opposite.” 

She finally calmed down when she hugged the little boy. 

“Gun Gun, take off your clothes first and change into your pajamas before going to bed.” Su Bei carried 

Gun Gun to the bedroom to help him change into his pajamas. 

She really liked him. In fact, she treated him just like she treated Da Bao in her heart. 

For her, they were both her sons. There was no difference. 

“Gun Gun went to see his aunt just now,” Lu Heting said in a low voice. 

“His aunt? Do you mean his mother’s sister?” Su Bei finally understood. 

“Yes. Liao Xintong. I’m sorry,” Lu Heting replied in a low voice. 

Su Bei smiled. “Sorry for what? It’s just normal for him to see his aunt, isn’t it? It turns out that aside 

from us, there is someone else who loves him so much.” 

“Su Bei...” Lu Heting only felt sorry for her. 

Su Bei helped Gun Gun put on his pajamas carefully and cleaned his teeth expertly. When Da Bao was 

tired before, he also didn’t want to get up to wash his face and brush his teeth, so she was already 

familiar with this situation. 

Lu Heting said in a deep voice, “I don’t like anyone in the Liao family, and I don’t want Gun Gun to see or 

contact any of them.” 

Su Bei looked at him and said, “I remember you said that Gun Gun’s mother had taken some secret 

measures to get pregnant and give birth to him.” 

“Yes. At that time, Gun Gun’s mother, Liao Qing, got my sperm cells from the hospital and made a test 

tube baby by herself. 

However, Liao Qing got into a car accident and died before she had the chance to contact me. 

Then the members of the Liao family came to the Lu family with Gun Gun. 

At that time, we were already married, so I was very reluctant to have him. I didn’t want him at all. 

But in the end, I finally compromised and kept him. But the condition was that the members of the Liao 

family had to cut off all communication with him.” 

Chapter147 A Little Bit of Love 

Su Bei understood Lu Heting’s sentiments. No wonder he said just now that he didn’t like the Liao 

family, and he didn’t want Gun Gun to get in touch with them. 



Indeed, what Liao Qing did was disappointing. 

Lu Heting continued in a low voice, “But as Gun Gun grows up, the members of the Liao family don’t 

want to give him up. 

Besides, he is the only connection between the Liao family and the Lu family. 

Liao Xintong often comes to see Gun Gun. 

And since Gun Gun really wants to get some information about his mother from her, I can’t deprive him 

of this right, so I agreed. 

But my condition is that they can only see each other once a month at most. 

This is the second time that she has come to see him this month.” 

So Lu Heting was very angry that Liao Xintong and Gun Gun met without his permission. And it also 

made him feel sorry for Su Bei. 

She loved and treated Gun Gun like her own son. But they took him away without permission. They 

didn’t show respect to her at all. 

It was only then that Su Bei realized how Gun Gun came to the Lu family. 

Gun Gun and Lu Heting were both victims here. The two of them were not given any chance to choose. 

They were arranged for each other’s life. 

But since Liao Qing had already passed away, there was no use dredging up the past. 

“I’m sorry, Su Bei. This is all my fault. Due to my oversight, Liao Qing had gotten the opportunity to give 

birth to Gun Gun.” This matter had always made Lu Heting’s heart in knots. 

He felt that it was too unfair for Su Bei to let her raise Gun Gun. 

In the past five years, he didn’t look for her. Although it was because she had sent him the divorce 

agreement, there was one more reason. Gun Gun’s sudden appearance also disrupted his plans. 

“Don’t think too much, Heting. I don’t think there’s anything wrong with it. I like Gun Gun so much.” Su 

Bei then poured a glass of milk for him. “Here, drink some milk, so you can sleep well. I know you will be 

fine after a good sleep.” 

“Su Bei...” Lu Heting took the glass but didn’t catch her hand. “I’m sorry. As your husband, I shouldn’t 

have had contact with the Liao family. But I still went to their villa tonight.” 

“It’s okay. You only went there to pick up Gun Gun. For me, it’s fine if they want to see Gun Gun. It’s not 

a big deal as long as they really love him.” Su Bei smiled sweetly. There was no trace of jealousy in her 

eyes but only love. 

On the contrary, Lu Heting hoped to see her displeased. He wanted her to lose her temper and tell him 

that she was not happy with what he did. 

But none of these emotions appeared on her face at all. 



It seemed that she really didn’t care much about it. Lu Heting’s heart sank slightly, and his eyes 

darkened. 

Su Bei smiled unperturbedly. “Go to bed early after drinking the milk. You have to go to work tomorrow, 

so don’t think too much.” 

“What if I tell you that Liao Xintong likes me?” Lu Heting and Liao Xintong had never crossed paths 

before. And every time he picked Gun Gun up, he tried his best to avoid her. 

But he knew that Liao Xintong liked him. As a matter of fact, she had asked Gun Gun to bring him gifts 

several times. It was just that he refused to accept all of them. 

Lu Heting didn’t take this matter to heart. But seeing the unconcerned look on Su Bei’s face, he couldn’t 

help asking her the question. 

He wanted to know if she cared for him or not. 

Even a little bit of love from her could make a difference. 

Upon hearing Lu Heting’s words, the bright smile on Su Bei’s face faded a little. She felt empty and 

depressed when she heard that someone else liked him. How could this be possible? She didn’t have 

feelings for him, right? 

Chapter 148 My Husband Is Stylish 

Su Bei convinced herself that she was just imagining things. Yes, she was sad. But it was not because 

someone else liked Lu Heting. It was because she was afraid that someone would take Gun Gun away 

from her. 

Well, it must be it. 

So her sadness only lasted for a second. Her mouth immediately curved up into a smile. “Men always 

like beautiful women and vice-versa. You are very handsome. It’s normal for someone to like you.” 

“Aren’t you jealous?” Lu Heting asked, giving her an inquisitive look. 

“Ha-ha! Why should I? She likes you, but you don’t like her.” After saying this, Su Bei seemed to be 

relieved. 

Yes, a woman liked Lu Heting. But he didn’t say that he liked her too. 

So why would she feel dejected? 

He had said before that he would not like any woman. He didn’t even care about who he married 

because all women were just the same in his eyes. So what she was thinking was a little unnecessary, 

wasn’t it? 

Su Bei quickly expelled all the messy thoughts from her mind. 

Lu Heting thought that what she said made sense. It turned out that she was not worried because he 

didn’t like another woman. 

It seemed that she also cared about him. 



He was satisfied because her simple words made him feel much better now. 

“Drink your milk and go to bed.” Su Bei wanted to end their conversation. Because if they continued to 

talk, she didn’t know what would happen next. 

Lu Heting drank up the glass of milk obediently. 

Su Bei closed the door and thought to herself, ‘It turns out that the two girls from the Liao family both 

like Lu Heting. One loved him so much that she had chosen to give birth to his son without thinking of 

gaining anything. And the other one likes Gun Gun so much.’ 

She lowered her head and looked at Gun Gun. He was so cute. She really didn’t want other women to 

like him, let alone Liao Xintong, who was his aunt. 

Su Bei was so jealous. 

It would be nice if Gun Gun was her own son. 

Fixing her eyes on him, she thought, ‘I wonder if Liao Xintong will like Da Bao too. If I die, she will 

definitely live here to take care of Gun Gun and Lu Heting. Will she like Da Bao as much as she likes Gun 

Gun? 

Well, maybe. After all, Da Bao is also Lu Heting’s son.’ 

Su Bei should feel relieved that a woman would be there to love Lu Heting so much in the future. And 

she would live in this house and become the hostess of this family. 

But when she thought about it for one more second, she felt heartbroken. Thinking that her two sons 

would call Liao Xintong mommy tore her heart apart. 

Eventually, she decided to forget about it and go to bed. She didn’t want to waste her time thinking 

about such an annoying thing. 

As soon as Su Bei lay down, Gun Gun rolled over and hugged her. He looked at her in half-awake state, 

then closed his eyes again and went back to sleep contentedly. 

Actually, he didn’t like going to the Liao family’s villa at all. He didn’t even want to see Liao Xintong. But 

he thought that Lu Heting liked it that he visited them because Lu Heting had asked him to go there 

every month. So he obediently went there on time. 

If only he had a choice, he would choose to stay at home with Su Bei. 

The next day, Su Bei went to Feng Shang’s shooting location early. 

Today, they had to be there with their partners. 

It was still early in the morning, but everyone in the set was looking forward to the partners that the 

supermodels would bring. 

Chapter149 The Most Eligible One 

Both Qin Zhi and Luo Li invited B-list actors as their partners. 



The other models had also invited famous male artists with their abilities. 

The fame of their partners was very comparable, so no one particularly stood out. 

Soon, Su Huixian arrived. As soon as she appeared, she attracted everyone’s attention. 

Her arm was wrapped around a man’s arm. He was one head taller than her, and he had broad 

shoulders and long legs. There was a trace of firmness between his eyebrows, and he had a handsome 

face. He was the new best actor, Zhuang Wenhao. 

“Wow! It’s Zhuang Wenhao! Su Huixian has invited him.” 

“Oh my God! I really didn’t expect to see Zhuang Wenhao here today. His acting skills are superb. I can 

write a long movie review after I watch a single clip of his film.” 

“Oh, I’m so thrilled that I almost want to cry!” 

There were cheers and screams around. Many people had even taken out small notebooks to ask for 

Zhuang Wenhao’s autograph. 

With a gentle look on her face, Su Huixian said, “Don’t worry, everyone. Our best actor will sign his 

autograph for you after the shooting.” 

Hearing how gentle and considerate she was, the crowd cheered again. “Huixian, you are so kind. We 

will wait for him later then.” 

“Well, let’s not delay the normal shooting routine. Let’s go on with our own work first,” Su Huixian said 

with a smile. 

She then turned to Zhuang Wenhao and said, “Mr. Zhuang, please accompany me during the shoot 

later.” 

Zhuang Wenhao was on good terms with Du Luo, and the Du family had invested in one of his movies. 

So he immediately agreed when Du Luo asked him to be Su Huixian’s partner for Feng Shang’s shooting. 

Besides, Feng Shang was an upmarket fashion magazine. It was a win-win situation for them. 

Seeing that so many people liked him, Zhuang Wenhao was also in a good mood. He adjusted his smile 

and greeted everyone. 

He was so approachable that the people around screamed again. 

They whispered to each other, “No wonder he is the best actor. He is super handsome. When he smiles, 

I feel like I’m in heaven.” 

“That’s right. And don’t you think that Mr. Zhuang and Su Huixian are perfect for each other?” 

“Don’t talk nonsense. Su Huixian already has a boyfriend.” 

“If Feng Shang’s sales will become a blockbuster this time, it will definitely be because of Su Huixian. 

Many people will buy the magazine because of Zhuang Wenhao. Not to mention that Su Huixia has her 

own capability of increasing a product’s sales.” 



Luo Li smiled and said, “Among all of us, only Su Huixian was able to invite a super A-list movie star like 

Mr. Zhuang. She is just making us feel inadequate.” 

These models didn’t think of comparing themselves with Su Huixian. They all showed enviable smiles 

and didn’t say much. 

Su Huixian held her head high, enjoying the crowd’s worship. 

Among the six supermodels, she was the only one who did not appear in Orisa Fashion Show. It was 

actually not convincing that she joined the shoot of Feng Shang. 

But now, she had become the most eligible one. 

She was even able to invite Zhuang Wenhao, who was the best actor. She wanted to see who else would 

dare to say something bad about her. 

Su Huixian glanced at Su Bei, who was standing not far away. Su Bei was still holding her phone, and 

there was no partner beside her. 

Chapter 150 I Want to Be the Mother of Your Children 

It seemed that Su Bei was still looking for a partner. 

Luo Li smiled and asked, “Su Bei, where is your partner? Is he not coming?” 

“No one in the entertainment industry will refuse to shoot a video for Feng Shang. So as long as Su Bei 

has contacted someone, he will definitely come. The only problem is, she doesn’t have any friends in the 

entertainment industry. She doesn’t even have any actor’s phone number. How can she get in touch 

with anyone?” one of Su Huixian’s friends said. 

“Ha-ha!” Luo Li laughed out loud. “Su Bei, do you want us to find a partner for you? We all have our 

partners, but you don’t have yours yet. The photographer will definitely not give you too many scenes 

later. If this matter gets out, others may say that we are bullying you.” 

“Su Bei, how about I ask Minxuan to find you a partner?” Su Huixian chimed in with concern. 

Qiu Minxuan smiled and said, “Well, I can find a partner for her. But the time now is so limited that I 

can’t possibly find someone suitable to her temperament. She has to make do with the partner I can get 

for her.” 

Su Huixian and Qiu Minxuan obviously didn’t really want to help. They just wanted to humiliate Su Bei. 

If she agreed, Qiu Minxuan would find her a faceless comedian. By that time, while everyone was 

enjoying the beautiful shots, she would become a joke. 

“You guys shoot with your partners first. My partner is on the way,” Su Bei said without raising her head. 

She was still typing on her phone. 

The others all covered their mouths and laughed. It was not that they didn’t want to help Su Bei. But 

their world was so realistic. If she couldn’t seize the opportunity by herself, there was nothing they 

could do. 



In particular, the resources in the entertainment industry were like a pie. Everyone wanted to take a 

bite. If you ate more, others would eat less. 

Su Bei now had the chance to take a bite, but she couldn’t because of her limited ability. So everyone 

could only feel sorry for her. 

Kang Peng, Feng Shang’s photographer, strode towards Su Huixian and Zhuang Wenhao. 

Even if he was Feng Shang’s photographer, his opportunity to shoot with the best actor was rare. This 

opportunity might become the pinnacle of his career. 

“Huixian, Mr. Zhuang, let’s shoot first,” he said, letting them take the lead in this group. 

The other models and their respective partners had no objection to this. After all, they were a bit less 

famous than Zhuang Wenhao. 

Su Huixian glanced at Su Bei. Her partner hadn’t come yet. Su Huixian couldn’t help but feel complacent. 

‘Even if her partner comes, he must be a nobody. This time, I’ll take the cover and the front pages of 

Feng Shang.’ 

Su Bei sent a message on WeChat, “Why aren’t you here yet? There is no traffic jam today, right?” 

“Come and save me. I’m at the door.” The man did not reply to her message but directly called her. She 

could hear the sound of footsteps and deafening noise in the background. 

Su Bei was taken aback for a moment. Then she rushed outside. 

She saw a sea of people at the door. Most of them were young women from all walks of life. 

Someone screamed at the top of her voice, “Lin Yu, I love you! I want to be the mother of your children. 

Take a look at me.” 

“Even if you don’t spare a glance at me, it’s enough for me to take a look at you.” 

“Oh my God! I’m finally seeing him with my own eyes right now. His skin is fairer, and he is more 

handsome in person. Oh, I’m going to faint!” 

 


